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Abstract. The article considers the range of possibilities of pragmatic markers
(PM) annotation: from the speaker’s code to the speaker’s commentaries for all
difficult cases. The research is based on the material of two corpora of everyday
Russian speech – “One Day of Speech” (ORD; dialogues / polylogues) and
“Balanced Annotated Text Collection” (SAT; monologues). Two main annotation levels have become the objects of research in this paper: the part of speech
of the original lexical unit, from which the basic version of the PM had derived
(POS), and the model of formation of the PM which consist of more than one
word (Model). The research shows the low feasibility of trying to fit PM into
the system of traditional parts of speech, and, conversely, the importance and
role of defining a model of formation of PM for their systematic description. In
any case, the automatic annotation of corpus material turns out to be considerably difficult.
Keywords: Spoken Speech, Speech Corpus, Pragmatic Marker, Pragmaticalization, Part of Speech, Model of Formation.

Introduction
A speech corpus, by definition, should include not only a set of texts, but also their
annotation [Zakharov 2005: 4; Plungian 2005: 6]. Two corpora of everyday Russian
speech, which became the sources of observations for this research, are annotated:
“One Day of Speech” (ORD; dialogues / polylogues) (see about that: [Russkij yazyk
… 2016; Bogdanova-Beglarian et al. 2016 a, b) and “Balanced Annotated Text Collection” (SAT; monologues) (see: [Zvukovoj korpus … 2013]). The corpus “One Day
of Speech” was formed using the method of long hours monitoring. This method is
traditionally used in Japanese field linguistics studies (see: [Shibata 1983; Campbell
2004]), and, furthermore, was implemented during data collection for the spoken
language part of the British National Corpus [Burnard 2020]. The advantage of this
method lies in the receiving for the analysis such spoken material which is the closest
to the natural everyday speech. During the process of the corpus development, this
method has been first-time used as applied to the Russian language. The specificity of
the corpus “Balanced Annotated Text Collection” is that it includes monologues received from the socially balanced groups of native speakers. The monologues follow
4 most common communicative scenarios: reading of a text, retelling of a text, deCopyright ©2020 for this paper by its authors.
Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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scription of a picture and a story. This balancing allows comparing monologues of
one speaker, produced in different communicative situations, and monologues of
different speakers, produced in similar communicative situations.
Apart from other types of annotation, in both corpora the pragmatic markers (PM)
were annotated. PM constitute a significant part of structural units of any oral text:
2,77 % in the whole material, 2,83 and 2,57 % in dialogue and monologue, respectively.

1

Annotation of PM: Literature Background

In this paper, the term “pragmatic markers” describes particular discourse units
(words, expressions, and phrases) with a weakened (sometimes even vanished) referential meaning, which have a variety of functions in the discourse: marking the start
and the end of the speech, pause-filling, speech-reflection, etc. The term “pragmatic
marker” was developed by B. Fraser who defined them as a class of words that signal
some important for the speaker messages towards the speech [Fraser 1996]. The majority of the researchers more often use the term “discourse markers” (DM), referring
to a group of discourse units which structure the text or label different kinds of relations between its parts. [Baranov et al. 1993; Shiffrin 1996; Lenk 1998; Kiseleva,
Paillard 1998, 2003; Schourup 1999].
However, there are some important differences between discourse and pragmatic
markers as the objects of the investigation [Bogdanova-Beglarian 2018]: DM are put
in the text consciously by the speaker, and PM are inserted unconsciously as speech
automatisms; DM in some cases have lexical and grammatical meanings, and PM
usually lose both lexical meaning and grammatical properties completely; DM, in
general, convey speaker’s attitude toward the speech, and PM express speaker’s relation to the speech process itself and verbalize difficulties in speech production; moreover, most of DM can be found in the language dictionaries, while PM are left out of
the lexicographic description.
Thus, the meanings of the terms PM and DM do not fully coincide. However, the
specificity of their annotation in the corpus material is similar in many respects. This
paper presents several results of the first attempt of pragmatic markers annotation
understood as specific elements of merely oral speech. The annotation of discourse
markers, a wider range of units, as shown, was carried out in the different corpora.
D. Verdonik, M. Rojc, and M. Stabej annotated DMs in the corpus of Slovenian
telephone conversations TURDIS and analyzed as DM, among the DM in the conventional understanding, hesitations and backchannel expressions. For most cases, as the
researchers noticed, “it is not possible to say that a discourse marker performs only
one of <…> pragmatic functions” [Verdonik, Rojc, Stabej 2007: 162]. The authors
suggest manual annotation of markers since even if the development of an algorithm,
trained on the manually annotated data, is possible, subsequent manual correction is
needed because of the existing ambiguation of markers and content words.
L. Crible and S. Zufferey implemented the annotation of DM in French and English spoken speech and written texts using the structure of four domains — ideational,
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rhetorical, sequential, and interpersonal [Crible, Zufferey 2015]. The researchers stated that the inter-annotator agreement of manual annotation was from 34% (for English texts) to 52% (for French speech). Several issues of such annotation arose: e.g.,
the distinction of similar DM functions, the discovery of new functions and their clustering, and the ambiguation of markers and other words.
L. Crible and M.-J. Cuenca [Crible, Cuenca 2017] reported that most annotation
models of DMs were developed for annotation of written discourse: the Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST) [Mann, Thompson 1988], the Penn Discourse Treebank [Prasad et al. 2007], and the Cognitive approach to Cognitive Relations (CCR) [Sanders
et al. 1992]. The researchers annotated discourse markers in the French-English corpus DisFrEn without applying the prescribed DM list [Ibid.]. The following problems
appeared during the annotation: the presence of truncated structures in spoken speech,
the ambiguity of some DM, and the multifunctionality of markers. Therefore, the
authors concluded that the automatic annotation of DM is not possible.
Regarding the semi-automatic annotation of pragmatic units, the EXMARaLDA
annotation tools, for instance, should be mentioned. It allows marking two or more
functions for each discourse marker in different contexts manually or semiautomatically, using prescribed list of discourse functions, but does not allow the
process of annotation being completely automatic [Crible 2018]. The automatic tool
for the annotation of discourse markers is provided in the MDMA (Model for Discourse Marker Annotation) project, which uses the methodology named “back-andforth from theory to data” [Université catholique… 2020]. Within this project, manual
selection of DM in the spoken speech and their further semantic, syntactic and pragmatic annotation is made for the NLP-tasks. The results of the research showed that
only the initial position of the marker in the sentence let the algorithm based on statistical modeling identify the marker and its particular function [Bolly et al. 2017].
PRAGMATEXT model of annotation includes the list of tagged pragmatic functions, e.g., labelling emotional language, discourse relations, discourse modality,
speech act, etc. The researchers used this model for the first attempt of discourse
markers annotation in the multilingual parallel corpus (Arabic-Spanish-English)
[Samy, Gonzalez-Ledesma 2008]. At the first stage, the Spanish part of the corpus
was annotated at the discourse markers level. At the second stage, the comparison
with the DM in texts in another two languages was made using a bilingual dictionary.
Non-ambiguous DM in Arabic and English texts were automatically tagged the same
way as in the Spanish texts. The ambiguous markers were disambiguated manually
considering their prosodic features and position within the sentence. The authors intend to develop the automatic disambiguation tool for the purposes of the DM annotation; however, it is prevented by such factors as DM categorical, syntactic, and discursive ambiguity, as well as the absence of the clear distinction between DMs and
idiomatic expressions since the DM tend to form the lasts.
Thus, as it was shown above, pragmatic markers annotation of corpus spoken
speech data can be performed manually and semi-automatically with necessary checking.
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Annotation of PM and Types of Pragmatic Markers

The annotation was implemented at the several levels: the particular usage of PM
(PM); its functions in this particular usage (Function PM); the commentaries for introducing the optional information and marking the difficult cases which show the
troubles in the detection of PM and their functions (Comment PM); the basic version
of PM (excluding its structural versions and/or inflectional paradigm) (Standard); the
parts-of-speech tagging of the source lexical unit, from which the basic version of the
PM derived (POS); the model of formation of the PM which consist of more than one
word (Model); the speaker’s code (Speaker PM); and phrase commentary (Phrase)
[Bogdanova-Beglarian et al. 2018, 2019b].
The main functional types of PM in oral discourse turned to be the following: A –
marker-approximator (vrode ‘like’, kak by ‘kinda’), G – boundary marker (starting,
final, and navigational), D – deictic marker (vot (…) vot ‘like … this’), Z – all types of
replacement markers (for someone else’s speech, whole set or its parts: bla-bla-bla, i
vse dela ‘and all that’, i vs’o takoe prochee ‘and all that stuff’), K – “xeno” marker
(tipa (togo chto) ‘sort of’, takoj ‘like’), M – meta-communicative marker (da ‘yeah’,
(ja) ne znaju ‘(I) don’t know’, znaesh’ ‘you know’, smotri ‘look’), F – reflexive marker (skazhem tak ‘let’s say’, ili kak tam? ‘or whatever’), H – hesitation marker (eto
‘what’, tam ‘em’, eto samoe ‘whatchamacallit’) [Ibid.].
The automatic annotation of such material seems almost impossible: the very specificity of oral spontaneous speech, which is difficult to any systematization, causes too
many problems. For instance, the syntagmatic division of spontaneous speech itself is
problematic, which is relevant for the distinction of various boundary PM (G): starting, navigational, and final. It is also difficult to establish a distinction between the
formally similar PM and meaningful units of discourse, that are pragmaticalized in the
speech and sometimes are at the different stages of the pragmaticalization from the
lexemes to the pragmatemes (on prishol, a tam nikogo net ‘he came but no one was
there’ (adverb of place) – on tam prishol tam, a nikogo net ‘he em came em but no
one was there’ (two PM used in hesitative and rhythm-forming functions)).
The most PM of Russian speech are polyfunctional, which leads to the necessity of
identifying the main and additional functions of each marker in every particular case
(on tam prishol tam ‘he em came em’ – HR). At last, spontaneous speech reveals such
feature of PM as their “magnetism”, attraction of one PM to another if they have one
common (synonymous) function. Consequently, the need to distinguish different PM
which consist of more than one word, on the one side, and a chain of markers, on the
other side, appears: eto kak jego ‘what whatchamacallit’ (one marker) or eto + kak
jego ‘er + whatchamacallit’ (a chain of markers) [Bogdanova-Beglarian et al. 2019a].

3

Pragmatic Markers and Parts of Speech

The set of the PM revealed in the material shows that PM have different “origins” in
the field of parts of speech: particles (vot ‘here’, von ‘there’), verbs (znat’ ‘to know’,
govorit’ ‘to speak’, smotret’ ‘to look’, dumat’ ‘to think’), including gerund (govor’a
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‘speaking’), adverbs (tam ‘there’, tak ‘that way’, kuda ‘where’), pronouns (etot ‘this’,
samyj ‘the most’, on ‘he’, ona ‘she’), conjunctions/prepositions (tipa ‘kind of’, vrode
‘like’).
The parts-of-speech tagging of corpus data was initially made automatically with
the software “MyStem” (Yandex Technologies) and then checked manually. Only
particular usages of PM were annotated. In the table 1, the results of this annotation in
the ORD-corpus for the top of the frequency list of PM (first 20 ranks) are demonstrated. It can be already seen that certain difficulties during the automatic annotation
with a help of “MyStem” software application arise, as well as insignificant divergence of two annotation types.
Thus, the program does not identify the integrity of the unit kak by ‘kinda’, marking it as “adverbial pronoun + particle” (ADVPRO&PART), while, during the manual
annotation, the experts choose the option which is closer to the nature of this unit –
“particle / conjunction”.
The software attributes to the marker znachit ‘well’ the tag “adverb and parenthesis” (ADV, parenth), whereas the manual annotation gives a variant “verb / parenthesis”. The element eto ‘what’ in all PM (eto ‘what’ and eto samoe ‘whatchamacallit’)
is marked by the software as the “subject pronoun” (SPRO), although the traditional
grammar, which became a base of manual annotation, treats this unit as the “adjective
pronoun”, that nominalized in the particular cases. The adjective nature of this unit is
supported, for instance, by the ability of gender inflection (eta ‘what (fem.)’, eto ‘what
(neutr.)’, etot ‘what (masc.)’). The marker tipa ‘kind of’ in the automatic annotation is
merely the “particle” (PART), although in the manual annotation it is “noun / preposition”, which is required by the dictionaries in the first place.
However, even considering revealed inaccuracy of the automatic POS annotation
of material, it is clear that the information about the POS of the original units, which
have pragmaticalized and became pragmatic markers in oral speech, is rather a historical background which does not really describe new discourse units. For instance, the
markers tam and tak as a PM lose all the adverbial properties [Turchanenko 2018], the
word da as a meta-communicative marker falls into category of neither particle, nor
conjunction [Shershneva 2015].
The verbal meta-communicative markers similarly lose the majority of their verbal
characteristics in their new usage: verbs in indicative mood like znaesh’/znaete ‘you
know’, vidish’/vidite ‘you see’, ponimaesh’/ponimaete ‘you know’ and verbs in imperative mood as slushaj/slushajte ‘listen’, predstav’/predstav’te ‘imagine’ leave merely
formal number inflection [Bogdanova-Beglarian, Maslova 2019], the markers (ja) ne
znaju ‘(I) don’t know’ и znachit ‘well’ completely lose any grammatical inflection and
are used only in one fixed form [Bogdanova-Beglarian 2019], and the pragmatic
“xeno” marker govorit ‘says’ is presented in the spoken speech solely in the present
tense forms, more often phonetically reduced (grit, gyt, gr’u, grim, etc.) [Stojka
2019].
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Table 1. The top of the frequency list of PM cases in the ORD-corpus: frequencies and POS
tagging (for 300,000 tokens)
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

PM

Frequency
vot ‘er’
1205
tam ‘em’
657
da ‘yeah’
353
tak ‘this way’
271
kak by ‘kinda’
270
govorit ‘says’
230
znaesh’ ‘you know’ 164
slushaj ‘listen’
160
znachit ‘well’
158
eto ‘what’
158
nu vot ‘well er’
137
eto samoe
109
‘whatchamacallit’
koroche ‘in short’ 97
ponimaesh’ ‘you
90
know’
takoj ‘like’
89
tipa ‘sort of’
84
govor’u ‘I say’
75
ne znaju ‘(I) don’t
71
know’
voobshche ‘gener55
ally’
takie ‘like’
53

IPM

POS (aut.)

POS (man.)

4017
2190
1177
903
900
767
547
533
527
527
457
363

PART
ADVPRO
PART
ADVPRO
ADVPRO&PART
V
V
V
ADV, parenth
SPRO
PART&PART
SPRO&APRO

323
300

ADV, parenth
V

particle
adverbial pronoun
particle / conjunction
adverbial pronoun
particle / conjunction
verb
verb
verb
verb / parenthesis
adjective pronoun
particle + particle
adjective pronoun +
adjective pronoun
adverb / parenthesis
verb

297
280
250
237

APRO
PART
V
PART&V

adjective pronoun
noun / preposition
verb
particle + verb

183

ADV, parenth

adverb / parenthesis

177

APRO

adjective pronoun

It could hardly be correct to refer all these pragmaticalized forms to the certain traditional POS categories.

4

Basic Versions of PM and Parts of Speech

The top of the frequency list of basic (standard) versions of PM seems slightly different than the one of particular usages of PM in the table (the data from the two corpora
altogether):
(...) vot ‘(…) er’ (IPM here and hereinafter – 7119),
(...) tam ‘(…) em’ (2970),
(...) eto, eta, eti… (…) ‘(…) what… (…)’ (1827),
(...) da/da da da ‘(…) yeah/ yeah yeah yeah’ (1572),
(...) tak/tak tak tak ‘(…) well/well well well (1357),
(...) kak by ‘(…) kinda’ (1353),
govorit/govor’u/govorim... ‘says/say…’ (1337),
znachit (...) ‘well (…)’ (1062),
takoj/takaja, takie ‘like’ (1033),
eto samoe/eti samye, etot samyj… ‘whatchamacallit…’ (879),
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(...) znaesh’ (...)/(...) znaete (...) ‘(…) you know (…)’ (839),
vot (...) vot ‘like (…) this’ (778),
(...) (po)slushaj /(...) (po)slushajte ‘(…) listen’ (750),
(...) ne znaju ‘(…) don’t know’ (498),
(...) koroche govor’a ‘(…) long story short’ (462),
(...) tipa/tipa togo/tipa togo chto ‘(…) sort of’ (458),
(...) ponimaesh’ / (...) ponimaete ‘(…) you know (…)’ (405),
(...) vs’o ‘that’s all’ (357),
(...) vidish’ (...) / vidite ‘(…) you see (…)’ (255),
voobshche ‘generally’ (231),
(...) dumaju (...) ‘(…) think (…)’ (223),
(...) skazhem (...) ‘(…) let’s say (…)’ (211),
(...) v principe ‘(…) basically’ (207),
vrode (...) ‘like (…)’ (150),
(...) v obshchem ‘(…) anyway’ (130),
smotri/smotrite ‘look’ (122),
na samom dele ‘actually’ (122),
(ty) predstavlyaesh’ ‘you know’ (113),
shchas/shchas shchas shchas ‘one moment’ (93),
(…) tak dalee ‘(…) so on’ (89).
One could see that the majority of markers has only generalized structure of basic
version, with potential extension or restricted grammatical flexibility, cf.: VOT – i vot
‘and er’, da vot ‘well er’; ZNAESH – ty znaesh’ ‘you know’, vot znaes’h ‘er you
know’, nu znajete ‘well you know’, etc.; GOVORIT – govor’u ‘I say’, govorish’ ‘you
say’, govorim ‘we say’, etc.; VRODE – nu vrode ‘well like’, vrode kak ‘like as’, vrode
by ‘like well’. Rare PM from the whole list of PM, annotated in the material, do not
show such structural variability: von ‘err’, prikin’ ‘guess’, i tak dalee ‘and so on’, po
idee ‘normally’ and a few others. However, the deictic marker VOT (…) VOT ‘like
… this’ exists merely as a structural model, which is filled by a new unit each time:
vot tak vot ‘like this’, vot takoj vot ‘like this’, vot ots’uda vot ‘like this’, etc. In fact,
this marker does not have some single basic (standard) form. The automatic parts-ofspeech tagging of such material not only seems difficult, but also has rather inaccurate
results since it cannot consider the specificity of possible extensions.

5

Models of Formation of PM

The annotation of corpus material at the level of models of formation of the PM,
which consist of more than one word (Model), is supposed to be the most informative
and scientifically valuable. At least 12 such models have been identified:
1. PM, which initially consist of more than one word, that are basic versions (but
not the source “lexicographic” version): eto samoe ‘whatchamacallit’, kak jego
(jejo, ikh) ‘whatchamacallit’, kak eto? ‘whatchamacallit?’ kak skazat’? ‘how can
I say?’ kak eto nazyvaets’a? ‘what am I call it?’ chto jeshcho? ‘what else?’ kak
(by) skazat’? ‘how can I say it?’
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2. combination of two or more PM, which consist of one word: nu vot ‘well er’, nu
tam ‘well em’, nu tak ‘well um’, vot tak ‘er um’, nu znaesh’ ‘well you know’, tak
skazhem ‘let’s say’, skazhem tak ‘let’s say’, skazhem tam ‘let’s say em’, vot
skazhem ‘er let’s say’, znaesh’ tam ‘you know em’, vot kak by ‘er kinda’, vot skazhem tak ‘er let’s say’, nu ne znaju ‘well don’t know’, tam tipa ‘em sort of’, nu
koroche ‘well in short’, znachit vot ‘well er’, v principe vs’o ‘basically that’s all’;
3. combination of PM, which consist of one and more than one word: nu kak skazat’? ‘well how can I say?’ kak jego tam? ‘em whatchamacallit?’ nu vot eti vot
‘well these ones’, nu (ja) ne znaju tam ‘well (I) don’t know em’;
4. addition of the personal pronoun with a weakened lexical and grammatical meaning: (ja) ne znaju ‘(I) don’t know’; (ja) (ne) dumaju (chto) ‘(I) don’t think (that)’;
(ty) znaesh’, ponimaesh’, vidish’… ‘(you) know’; (ty) predstav’, prikin’… ‘(you)
imagine’; chto (tebe) jeshchyo skazat’? ‘what else can I say (to you)?’
5. addition of emphatic particles/conjunctions: i vse dela ‘and all that’, i vs’o takoe
‘and all that’, a vot ‘and er’, nu i vs’o ‘well that’s all’, i to i s’o ‘this and that’, ja
uzh ne znaju tam ‘I even don’t know em’, ty zh ponimaesh’ ‘you really know’;
6. addition of non-personal pronoun: vs’o takoe prochee ‘all that stuff’, tipa togo/etogo ‘sort of’, vrode togo ‘like’, takoj kakoj-to ‘like that one’, kak (by) eto
skazat’? ‘how can I say that?’
7. addition of the conjunction CHTO (CHEGO) ‘that’: dumaju chto ‘think that’,
bojus’ chto ‘am afraid that’, tipa togo chto ‘sort of that’, vrode togo chto ‘like
that’, znaesh’ chto/chego ‘you know that’;
8. addition of parentheses: vs’o navernoe ‘that’s all probably’, vs’o pozhaluj ‘that’s
all perhaps’;
9. addition of interjection: oj slushaj ‘ooh listen’;
10. loss of the gerund GOVORYA ‘speaking’: koroche ‘in short’, sobstvenno ‘strictly’, voobshche ‘generally’;
11. reduplication: da-da-da ‘yeah-yeah-yeah’, na-na-na, shchas-shchas-shchas ‘one
moment-one moment-one moment’, te-te-te, op-op-op, bla-bla-bla, tak-tak-tak
‘em-em-em’, eto-eto-eto ‘what-what-what’;
12. ILI ‘or’ + (more often) the rhetorical question: ili kak jego? ‘or whatchamacallit?’
ili kak tam? ‘or whatchamacallit?’ ili chto? ‘or what?’ ili kak skazat’? ‘or how to
say?’ ili etot? ‘or what?’ nu ili ne znaju ‘well or I don’t know’.

Conclusion
Previous works have shown that in the speech recognition process POS-tagging of
some markers (excluding multi-word markers and phrases) can be useful for the task
of prediction of the following words [Heemant et al. 1998].
However, the automatically derived classification algorithm of DM POS-tagging
showed an error rate of 37,3%, in comparison to, for instance, the error rate of 45,3%
for the algorithm of J. Hirschberg and D. Litman [Hirschberg, Litman 1993]. In other
words, using this automatic algorithm (decision tree), only for 4 from 10 particular
pragmatic markers the correct tag could be assigned. Presumably, this POS-tagging
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heuristic may be improved by the expansion of data, and only after implemented for
the objectives of this investigation.
Our paper provides the theoretical basis of the relevant PM POS-tagging and the
classification of PM-models for further linguistic elaboration. Anyway, the result of
speech corpora annotation at the level of pragmatic markers can become a systematic
description of PM as the inherent structural components of oral discourse. The description should be done considering PM functions, polyfunctionality, and possible
“synonymic” relations, their formal grammar (and not only at the parts-of-speech
level, but also, for example, at the level of predicative units [Bogdanova-Beglarian,
Zaides 2019]), the specificity of their usage, and the possible correlation with speaker’s characteristics, type of speech (monologue/dialogue) or communicative situation.
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